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ASP CENTRE HOURS
Monday to Thursday 1:00pm - 5:00pm  

Friday 1:00PM - 4:00pm 
Saturday 10:00am - 4:00pm 

 
Students and Members: $5/hr to a maximum of $15/day.  

Concession Card (purchased from the office):  $4/hour to a maximum of 
$12/day. Once you’ve purchased your concession card, we simply stamp 

them, much like a coffee card, to record your studio time.  
Diploma Students: Free 



CENTRE REPORT
Term 3 is well underway with classes full to capacity and kilns going almost full time. A huge thanks to Terry 
Smith who has been so helpful with loading and unloading kilns – we don’t know what we’d do without you! 

Scary how time flies, and even scarier that we are heading for Fire and Clay – admittedly in 3 months’ time, 
but in a potter’s life that’s not too far away in terms of making and being prepared (yeah right!)  - wonder how 
many potters will be pulling work out of kilns and straight in for photos. 

But seriously, we are looking at a date of October 8th for entry deadlines (leaving us time for the selection and 
judging process) so get making and planning!  

Thanks to the newsletter contributors and to Catherine Spence on the Committee, who is now responsible for 
gathering newsletter info and articles. If you have any contributions for our newsletter please send them into 
the office, we always welcome your input. 

Bisc work from Term 2 needs clearing out of the Bisc shed. We need the space for Term 3, so please don’t 
store your work there, you need to take it home until you are ready to glaze it. Speaking of glazing… LOTS of 
pots are being sloppily glazed, some are being glazed all over! We have now got a “ ? ” shelf in the main 
studio - the shelf with the big question mark means your pot won’t be put through a firing until the problem 
glaze is sorted! You can find this exciting shelf to the right of the studio door (top shelf in the High Fire Glaze 
shelving area).  

Happy reading – there’s lots of good stuff in this months’ newsletter. 

Toby and Nadine 
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ASP MEMBER NOTICEBOARD

“I recently had to replace my controller and installed a Bartlett 3K. I'm wondering if any member 
might have this brand  and might be able to help me come to grips with it. It seems reluctant to stop 
at top temperature!! Its hardware is all in order so I'm left wondering if I'm programming it 
incorrectly....(might also just be yet another senior moment…).”  
 
Ann can be reached on 021605330.

Ann Crane says…

“I am curating an exhibition at the Mairangi Arts Centre entitled ‘Building Bridges’ in association 
with #125suffrage. It involves six women artists from the North Shore - one of whom is Betty 
Maxwell. Betty was a painter and potter from Mairangi Bay. I understand she may have been a 
member of the Society. I am seeking information about her work and exhibition history and would 
love to make contact with anyone who knew Betty or still has her work. You’re welcome to contact 
me via this email address or by mobile - 021 866 224. Thanks for any help you can provide.”

Claire says…



CALENDAR
July 28th  
Whenua Hou: Artist discussion with Nigel Borell 
 
Running in conjunction with Whenua Hou: New Māori 
Ceramics, the artists will discuss how their work in clay has 
developed over the last two years, in the time that Whenua 
Hou has been touring Aotearoa. More details on 
Objectspace and Facebook. 

 
July 29th  
John Parker ‘Unnatural Phenomena’ Masters Series 2018 
 
John Parker invites you to Collis Studios from 2-5pm. A 
Sunday afternoon event gives you the opportunity to meet 
John, view the work and share a glass of wine. 

 
29th July - 18th August 
Faceted Tableware - Chris Weaver  
 
Faceted Tableware will be the first full offering of Chris' 
latest tableware series in Auckland. Join Chris at the 
opening where there will also be a short Q & A about his 
practice. More details on Masterworks Gallery. 

28th April - 2nd September  
Wi Taepa: Retrospective 

This exhibition celebrates the life and work of senior Māori 
clay artist Wi Taepa as it looks back at over 30 years of his 
art practice. More details on Auckland Art Gallery. 
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Image courtesy of Auckland Art Gallery

Image: Sam Hartnett, 2018 Image: Chris Weaver

http://www.objectspace.org.nz/events/whenua-hou-artist-discussion-with-nigel-borell/
https://www.facebook.com/events/1021627684665389/
http://www.masterworksgallery.co.nz/exhibitions/up-coming-exhibitions/chris-weaver/
https://www.aucklandartgallery.com/whats-on/exhibition/wi-taepa-retrospective
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REMEMBERING SARAH BOYLE

Sarah was one of the driving forces behind the Cone 6 Group. She was kind and always generous with her 
time and knowledge. She always did her testing homework unlike some of us. She taught me so much and 
opened me up to new techniques. We will all miss her terribly but have been privileged to have known and 
worked alongside her. Quite a lady. When we get stuck in our testing regimes we ponder “What would Sarah 
have done?”  
- John Parker  

When I think of Sarah it is with great admiration for a very professional potter, glaze maker, teacher and 
organiser. She would email me a gentle reminder if I had forgotten to do something, which contributed to the 
overall running of the group. I personally learnt a great deal from her and her approach to glaze testing and I 
was always grateful for her assistance in developing a better glaze.  
- Merliyn Shuker  

Her teaching was wonderful.  
- Frank Checketts  

Sarah brought to the group   a great depth of experience gained from many years of practice and teaching in 
England . Her precise methodology complemented the slightly more laid back NZ approach of the Cone 6 
group and enriched it .Her early glaze recipes form the basis of the cone 6 glazes used at the centre. Sadly 
missed as a co-potter and person.  
- Charlie Seakins  

Such a beautiful soul, gone too soon.  
- Michelle Bow 

Sarah Boyle 1944 - 2018

Photo by Marcella Perdomo-Jordan 
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I always felt that we in the glaze group benefited greatly from Sarah’s clear and ordered mind as we navigated 
through the fog of glaze testing. She was always more on top of things than most of us but was always 
encouraging and patient with us less organized people. And she would always laugh at mine and Charlie’s 
stupid jokes. She will be missed hugely.   
- Brendan Adams   

She has added greatly to the Cone 6 Group and her contribution, knowledge and teaching skills will be 
missed.  
- Barbara Skelton  

The group certainly has achieved a lot. I remember when the group first started and cone 6 was a novelty and 
sometimes looked at with suspicion. We certainly have come a long way since then with a fantastic collection 
of glazes. Sarah’s White is my favourite.  
- Jo-Anne Raill  

 Sarah contributed so much to the ASP - not just by developing glazes that have become staples at the studio (at 
least 4 of the most-used Cone 6 glazes are hers, her Silky White is a continuous favourite with students.) and 
by setting a standard of excellence in glaze testing, but also through the extremely well-attended and well-
documented decoration classes she ran from time to time.  
- Suzy Dunser  

Hers was one of the more organized and informative ceramic classes I've taken.   She took us through a 
progressive series of surface decoration techniques that included three firing temperatures with three different 
clays - red earthenware, white mid-fire, and stoneware.  Her lessons were clearly outlined in a handout 
prepared for each session.  These notes described each technique and included the recipes for everything she 
used, so all you had to do was watch, learn, and do.  After performing/explaining each decorative method, 
Sarah set us to work to give-it-a-go and was close by to assist if needed. She covered every technique I have 
ever heard of and then some, and also shared how she problem-solved with each method.  Hearing her personal 
experiences really added insight to the process, which was outside the scope of what I've learned from pottery 
books. Probably the most important thing Sarah taught us was to practice practice practice and test test test our 
methods before we put them on our actual pots.  Thanks to her, we certainly got that process started!  
- Marcella Perdomo-Jordan 

BOOK REVIEW

This is a thorough book, and a great introduction, to the world and history of pottery and ceramics up to 2009. 
It is a look at practitioners – both craftspeople and artists (and briefly addresses the difference) – throughout 
the world; it has representations from all over Europe (west and east), the USA and Canada, South Americas, 
Asia (Singapore, Korea, Japan and China), India, Sri Lanka, South Africa & Africa – even Australia…but sadly 
no New Zealanders. I am confident New Zealand was a contributor to the contemporary ceramics pool before 
2009, but there you are.  

The book contains discussions about the of functionality and the aesthetics of function; then on to metaphoric 
representation within vessel pieces followed by sculptural form. Logically this progresses to consideration of 
where a piece lives, the site and environment. It finishes with a look at the industry and studio design of 
ceramics.   

The images (of pottery and ceramic work) and the book production are extra bonuses – the quality is such a 
high standard. As a pictorial book alone, it is outstanding. This makes it almost forgiven for its lack of 
Kiwi representation.  

- Catherine Spence

 A review of “Contemporary Ceramics” by Cooper, E. (2009). Thames & Hudson, London. 
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Like many beginners and relative newbies, my sole glazing technique can be summed up in three words - 
 "Dunk and Pray".  

You can imagine my excitement when I managed to get booked into Margaret Sumich's recent Glazing 
Techniques course at ASP. Spread over 5 weekday mornings meant I had to take time off work to attend, but it 
was well worth it.  

The course covered all the basics of glazes, firing, kilns, etc and also provided an insight into the mysteries of 
Clay-types, Fluxes, Fillers, Hardeners, Opacifiers, Colorants and a heap of other elements too many to mention 
here.  

However, the best thing of all was Margaret herself! Her patience and willingness to explain even the most 
basic concepts and share her experiences, resources and materials was amazing. I wish I could have recorded 
all the sessions so I could go back later and pick up on all those little gems of knowledge that she shared 
informally with the class, throughout the course.  

I certainly now feel more empowered when it comes to glazing my pieces - even if I am  still a little in the 
"Dunk/Spray & Pray" camp.  

- Mike Cribbens

DUNK AND PRAY

POTS AND JAPAN
Catherine Spence visits a pottery village in Mashiko, Japan

A review of the Margaret Sumich glaze specialty class

Very recently I (with my partner) have been fortunate enough to 
visit Japan, specifically Mashiko, a pottery village about an hour 
and a half north of Tokyo (or, if you are travelling with me, 4 train 
changes and four hours – I am still amazed at times we got there at 
all).  

Mashiko is akin to a small rural town in NZ, as you drive through 
- blink and you’ll miss it. It is in the Haga district of the Tochigi 
prefecture. It is a renown pottery and indigo dying town set in the 
middle of rice fields. It was the place Hamada Shoji (have a look 
at him throwing) lived and worked and it is where 
Ken Matsuzaki lives and works now (check out this link).   

It also has a great museum, The Museum of Ceramic Arts that 
offers two types of regular Residency Programmes (past 
Residency work looks amazing); the current Residency artists are 
Matthew Blakley, and Carson Culp. One Residency is where the 
artist is invited by the Museum to take up a Residency, and the 
second is an application to take up a Residency (in case you are 
interested, the 2019 applications are open now).  

(continued…) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CwFtg8mBW3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CwFtg8mBW3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QLYivjLbWxg
http://www.mashiko-museum.jp/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-wQVYo8NCts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qjSDRhFEYLU
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There are lots of independent potteries with people throwing 
pieces for shop sales, a little bit “factory line”-ish, but they 
clearly have a population that heads up to Mashiko looking for 
pottery.  

There is a twice a year pottery festival held there – one in spring 
and one in autumn (Northern Hemisphere seasons) where 
people can “have a go” and buy, buy, buy. Pieces (and quality) 
ranges from day to day use pieces to high end Master’s pieces 
(and the prices range accordingly). 

This time of year it is quiet – the first experience we had in 
Japan where the car parks were empty and we were the only 
foreigners around (it was lovely!) As luck would have it, the 
Museum had a Hamada retrospective show – a wonderful way 
to see excellent pieces of Hamada’s work all in one place. The 
most spectacular piece was a large open piece – woodfired 
stoneware with delicate glaze that began as strong iron on the 
rim, moving to a cobalt – then oribe green on the inside; just 
beautiful.

Hamada’s residence is now a museum and one can walk through the property; the outer buildings (he collected 
farm buildings and put them on site for spaces  to show and keep work), his  home, his  studio and the  
massive wood fire kiln (if only we could fit such a beast at ASP). The kiln is still fired for special occasions - 
and presumably when there are a lot of pieces ready to fire. The history of Leach’s visit to Japan and his 
friendship with Hamada is apparent in the work on show. Like in many places in Japan, there is a sense of calm 
stillness, focused energy and simple beauty. 

Finding someone that speaks English in Mashiko is rare and there are very few signs in English, but pantomime 
is acceptable. The locals were so friendly and helpful and the food was fabulous. Four days in Mashiko was the 
highlight of a great trip and I would go again in a flash (though next time maybe figure a shorter route with less 
train changing…)  

- Catherine Spence
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FRANK CHECKETT’S TRAVELOGUE
Bags packed, tickets, passport, travel insurance and a few Hong Kong dollars.  

When traveling to Europe I have always transited through Hong Kong. However this time it was to be a 3 night 
stop over to see my friend Ling and to have a quick explore of the territory.  

The big discovery for Ling and myself was the Chi Lin Buddhist Nunnery in Kowloon. First built in the 1930’s 
it was totally rebuilt in the Tang Dynasty style in 1998. Most of the timber is Canadian Cedar with no nails 
used in the construction. I was impressed by amazing bonsai trees of differing sizes growing in incredible 
ceramic containers. For me the containers were the focal point. A “must" to visit when in Hong Kong.  

The Chi Lin Nunnery sponsored the establishment and construction of the Chashan Kiln and ceramics 
workshop in Dongguan, Guangdong. According to the blurb it is modelled on the traditional wood 
fired Longquan Kilns. The aim of the sponsorship was to preserve the tradition of ceramic art and to ensure it 
is passed on the next generation by offering apprenticeships. A highlight was the hall within the complex that 
had an exhibition of the students work and also a gift shop that has a stock of work for sale. So far 5 students 
have served pottery apprenticeships and returned to their villages to set up their studios. Their work is inspired 
by the Tang and Song periods. 

Next on to London Heathrow and then via the underground 
to North Greenwich. Waiting there for me at the station 
were John and Tushar Dawson beside their little green 
limousine. I was so pleased to see them as I had been up for 
22 hours and was a tired little Kiwi.  

My intention was to be with John in the studio and working 
with his high fired porcelain clay. I am mostly a hand 
builder but this was going to be my time for wheel work. I 
struggled, boy did I struggle. Especially as John worked 
beside me and just made it all look so easy. 
However, perseverance paid off and I made a lot of 
domestic pieces. There was also a lot of recycling of the 
previous day’s work. The porcelain clay was sadly not good 
for making wee slab pots. I did bring some bisque pieces 
home, though there were a few breakages on the way.  

The three of us headed off on the train for a couple of days 
at St Ives. The Leach Pottery of St Ives has had a big 
influence on my pottery training in the late 1970’s. It was 
good to visit but it was for me it was just interesting.

The Barbara Hepworth Museum gallery and house was a wonderful visit, to see so many of her sculptures in 
the garden was amazing. The revamped Tate St Ives is also a good visit as they profile many of the local artists. 
In the commercial area there is a number of good quality art galleries selling beautiful ceramics.  

Of course, Cornwall fine cuisine is Cornish Pasties and desert would be scones, strawberry jam with clotted 
cream. Clotted cream for me any time.  

I went to Dublin to meet up with a friend and explore the city. This is my first visit to Ireland and whilst I 
enjoyed Dublin I didn’t get to do any distillery or brewery tours which seem quite popular. Then to Skerries for 
two nights to meet up with an opera singer friend from NZ Opera days. Orla sang the lead role in our last 
production of Tosca. 
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Back in London with another NZ Opera friend I had a quick 
visit to the Tate Modern. I also visited Tate Britain to 
view the aftermath exhibition. This exhibition explored art 
after the armistice of WW1. Very sobering stuff.  

I also caught the exhibition at The Serpentine which 
cu r r en t l y h a s t h e C h r i s t o an d J ean n e - C lau d e 
instillation “Barrels and the Mastaba: 1958-2018” consisting 
of 7,500 used painted oil barrels assembled and floating as a 
unit on the Serpentine. The plan is for an even larger 
instillation in Dubai.  

Then on to the V&A for another visit to the ceramics gallery. 
I love the Lucie Rie and Hans Cooper work. For me it is 
still cutting edge work that sets the standard. And to the 
Craft Potters Association gallery to view current U K 
ceramics. It’s the CPA that publish the Ceramic Review 
magazine.  

England is having a long dry hot summer. In the five weeks I 
was there not a drop of rain. Ireland is definitely not the 
Emerald Isle. Us London tourists were conspicuous in our 
shorts, polo shirts and sensible walking shoes. I even saw 
some English gentlemen promenading in tweed suits.  

I loved my travel and big thanks to John and Tushar Dawson 
for inviting me to stay with them. John, for allowing me to 
work in his studio and Tushar for his wonderful cuisine and 
banning me from the kitchen. Except to make my morning 
porridge. I did cook one night. 

- Frank Checketts

DIPLOMA UPDATE
The Diploma students have had an enjoyable 10 weeks in Helen Perrett’s sculpture module.  The class focused 
on hand building and modelling techniques with the final project in mind, a narrative sculpture.  Helen gave us 
some fun art school exercises to help us gain confidence, stimulate ideas and get the creative juices flowing.  
The first week we were instructed to sculpt a bas relief medal for someone in our lives who really deserves it, 
with some amusing ideas emerging. Other tasks included a mask, our own hand (some were quite beautiful, 
while mine resembled something emerging from the grave), 3D objects and animals.  We had a lovely class one 
morning drawing and modelling our doggie visitors who really enjoyed the extra attention.   The class went on 
to sculpt other animals of interest such as a chicken, cow, a cat and even a baby buffalo.  

On behalf of my fellow diploma students I wish to thank Helen for being such an amiable, generous and 
inventive teacher.  We’ve learnt a lot, thank you Helen.  

You can view the sculptures by the Diploma students from Friday the 10th August in the Pool Room. 

- Sarah Siddons
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BARRY BRICKELL 
MEMORIAL STAGE

Officially  Opened  during  the Coromandel  
Ilume Festival. Coromandel township has a new 
community space and asset in the form of the 
Barry Brickell Memorial Stage which had it’s 
official opening at the Coromandel Illume 
Festival on 14 July 2018.  

The stage is located in the Hauraki Reserve at 
230 Kapanga Road, Coromandel Town.  

Local artists contributed to the creation of the 
stage - the original artistic concept was from 
local artist John Madden, realised by Thames-
based architect Rob Johnston with Driving Creek 
Railway’s Pete Sephton adding the finishing 
touches to the concrete work. Incorporated in the 
design are twelve small gauge train wheels from 
Driving Creek Railway. Peter Lange, long-
time friend of Barry Brickell, was the master of 
ceremonies for the opening along with Mike 
Noonan from Driving Creek Railway and 
representatives from the Council and the 
Coromandel-Colville Community Board. Peter 
said that on the afternoon of the opening it 
poured with rain but the stage was opened from 
the comfort of the community centre. He stated 
“It’s going to be a great performance stage over 
the summer – Barry would have loved the 
industrial design by John Madden.” 

- Peter Lange

FOOD FOR 
WOODFIRING

Thank you John Pirtle for this recipe from a 
wood firing at ASP in 1997!


